Nylon Oxygen Barrier Tubing Reduces Biofouling in Beer Draught Lines
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Abstract

Beer draught lines are frequently contaminated with biofilm-forming microorganisms, which forces retailers to spend considerable time and money cleaning and replacing lines. In light of this financial burden, draught tubing composition was examined for its role in the prevention of biofouling in beer lines. Three types of draught tubing - vinyl, polyethylene, and nylon barrier - were inoculated with a combination of biofilm-forming microorganisms (Hafnia paralvei, Raoultella planticola, Pediococcus damnosus and Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and used to simulate a bar environment for sixteen weeks. Following simulation, the degree of biofouling in each draught line was determined by spectrophotometry and microscopy. Absorption values and fluorescence images showed that nylon barrier tubing was superior to the other lines at resisting biofilm maturation. These results suggest that tubing composition plays a significant role in the prevention of biofilm formation in beer draught lines and supports the adoption of nylon barrier tubing as an effective strategy against biofouling in a variety of applications.
Introduction

Biofouling creates a considerable financial burden at various levels of the beer industry. Arguably, the most challenging environment to keep clean is found in beer draught lines where yeast and spoilage organisms readily adhere, altering the taste, aroma, and quality of the beer. Although the deleterious effects of microbial biofilms have been recognized for several decades, relatively little scientific research has been applied to combat these issues, and most methods focus on routine maintenance of beer draught lines. For example, the Brewers Association recommends cleaning draught lines, at a minimum, every two weeks. The cleaning solution should be recirculated through the line for at least 15 minutes at a velocity of two gallons per minute. Additionally, all draught lines should be replaced annually as, despite regular and consistent cleaning, biofilms can still form (1).

Beer spoilage can be caused by a variety of microbial species. Perhaps the most notorious beer contaminants are lactic acid bacteria such as *Lactobacillus brevis,* and *Pediococcus damnosus.* These species are able to survive the harsh conditions of the brewing environment due to the presence of genes for hop resistance and polysaccharide production (2; 25). While the biofilm formation of most lactic acid bacteria is relatively weak, their persistence and prevalence is enhanced by the presence of ubiquitous environmental species that have also been isolated from brewing equipment (14). Many isolates, such as *Stenotrophomonas maltophilia,* *Pseudomonas putida,* and *Citrobacter freundii,* are known to be prolific biofilm producers and may aid lactic acid bacteria as secondary colonizers (11; 24; 28). *P. damnosus* was recently isolated in our lab as a component of a multispecies biofilm in beer draught tubing from a local brewery (Russell *et al,* unpublished). Notably, a human commensal organism, *Hafnia paralvei,* a common soil inhabitant, *Raoultella planticola,* and brewer’s yeast, *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* were the other predominant species in this biofilm.

As many retailers and distributors know, standard draught line cleaning procedures are very time-consuming, expensive, and only moderately effective (20). Although proper maintenance can delay biofilm growth and formation, cleaning of beer draught lines needs to be done consistently, as biofilms can form quickly and are more difficult to remove when mature due to the vast and multi-faceted defense mechanisms they exhibit (5). Consequently, alternative treatments have been developed for beer draught lines and other industrial applications that utilize enzymatic digestion (10; 16; 29; 31). These approaches are moderately effective; however, they are often marketed as an additional step to a routine maintenance schedule, adding unnecessary time and expense.

Recently, the medical and industrial fields have shifted their focus to proactive methods of biofilm prevention rather than reactive treatment options. For example, a number of natural and artificial chemicals have been shown to possess anti-biofilm properties that block quorum sensing (9), disperse extracellular polysaccharide (19), inhibit curli biosynthesis (6), or alter membrane permeability (13). A variety of studies also have been published in recent years describing options for making surfaces more resistant to biofouling, including development of novel materials (17; 18), improvement of manufacturing methods (15; 32), and creation of post-production coatings (7; 8; 22). Likewise, beer-draught line manufacturers have begun to experiment with various materials and manufacturing procedures to create lines that are more resistant to biofilm formation and, consequently, require less routine maintenance. One such product, known as Gen-X (Valpar), utilizes both a novel manufacturing method and addition of a nylon barrier layer to stop oxygen permeation and preserve beverage characteristics. Consequently, Gen-X tubing promises to ensure draught quality and hinder microbial growth 2-3 times more effectively than other alternatives (30). While this and other new proprietary compositions show promise at combatting biofouling, no peer-reviewed research has been done to characterize the effectiveness of these lines.

Our project aims to test the qualitative and quantitative effect that various tubing compositions have on biofilm formation in beer draught lines. We hypothesized that nylon barrier tubing would exhibit reduced biofouling compared to other tubing materials due to its potential to reduce oxygen permeation. To test this, three beer draught lines—vinyl, polyethylene, and nylon barrier (Gen-X)—were inoculated with a microbial cocktail consisting of *Hafnia paralvei,*
Raoultella planticola, Pediococcus damnosus, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae liquid cultures. Following inoculation, the lines were connected to a keg-draught system from which beer was regularly dispensed for sixteen weeks to simulate a bar environment. Next, spectrophotometry and microscopy were used to determine the ability of the different draught tubing compositions to resist biofouling. Results from our experiments consistently showed that nylon barrier tubing was significantly better at resisting biofilm growth than traditional vinyl or polyethylene lines. The nylon barrier draught line showed impressive resistance to biofouling after the sixteen-week simulation, supporting the use of nylon oxygen barriers as a preventative measure against beer-spoilage biofilms.

Methods

Microbial Cultures

Four microbial species were obtained and cultured for this study as follows. *Hafnia paralvei* (ATCC 29927) and *Raoultella planticola* (ATCC 33431) were streaked onto nutrient agar plates and incubated at 37°C. *Pediococcus damnosus* (ATCC 29358) was cultured on Lactobacilli MRS plates and incubated at 25°C. *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (Wyeast 1728) was streaked onto a malt agar plate and incubated at 25°C. Individual 500mL cultures of each species were inoculated with a single colony from each streak plate and incubated at the appropriate temperature until cultures reached late exponential phase (~24 hours). Following incubation, all four cultures were mixed in a 1:1:1:1 ratio at OD600 ~4.8 to create a microbial cocktail for inoculation of our beer draught lines.

Simulated Dispensary System

To simulate a standard dispensary system, three types of beer-draught lines, vinyl (Micromatic 550C), polyethylene (Micromatic 550NE), and nylon barrier (Micromatic 550BF), were attached to a single keg—containing an amber ale from Dakota Territory Brewing company, Aberdeen, SD—and kept at 4°C. Before being connected to the keg, all lines were cleaned with alkaline liquid beer line cleaner (Micromatic MM-B68), inoculated with a biofilm-forming microbial cocktail (described above), and left to incubate at room temperature for one hour. After inoculation, the culture was drained, and the lines were connected to the same keg using line splitters; the lines were then filled with beer. Once connected, 500 mL of beer was drawn from each line every other day for sixteen weeks to simulate a bar environment, and kegs were replaced as needed. After the sixteen-week simulation, the lines were disconnected from the keg, wrapped in parafilm, and stored at 4°C for further processing; some beer was left in the line to prevent the line from drying while in storage.

Quantifying Biofilm Formation

To quantify biofilm formation in each tube, 25 mm long segments were cut at various regions from each line using a completely randomized design. Two segments were cut from each end and two segments were cut from the middle for a total of six samples in each treatment group. The samples were then, rinsed lightly with deionized (DI) water, and one end was sealed with parafilm. Next, the samples were filled with 0.1% crystal violet and allowed to incubate for 10 mins. After incubation, the crystal violet was removed, and the samples were rinsed with DI water a second time to remove any unbound dye. Next, the tubes were filled with 1 mL of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and incubated for 10 minutes. A stainless-steel spatula was used to gently agitate and break up larger chunks of biofilm.

The sample was diluted 1:1 with more DMSO, loaded into a 2 mL cuvette, and the absorbance was measured at λ600 on a spectrophotometer. Results were analysed using a one factor ANOVA to assign statistical significance.

Fluorescence Microscopy

One foot of tubing was taken from each type of beer line and three 12.5mm samples were cut from each foot-long segment. The samples were then cut longitudinally into semi-circles and stained using the LIVE/DEAD BacLight bacterial viability kit (Invitrogen), according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The sections were then attached to a slide using tape and observed with fluorescence microscopy. Images
were acquired using a semi-randomized, single blind method on a Leica DM8 confocal microscope with an excitation wavelength of 480 nm and a 63x oil immersion objective.

Results

Quantifying Biofilm Formation

After disassembling our simulated draught system, each draught line was stained with crystal violet to compare total biofilm formation between the three tube types. Visual inspection of each line showed a dramatic difference between the nylon barrier tubing and the other two types. Some biofouling was evident in the nylon barrier tubing, but it was visibly cleaner than both the polyethylene and the vinyl lines (Fig. 1). To quantify this difference, each tube was stained with crystal violet and the absorbance was measured using a spectrophotometer. Matching its visible appearance, the vinyl beer draught line had the highest average absorbance value at 2.771 with a standard deviation of ±0.464 (2.771 ± 0.464, n=3). Biofilm from the polyethylene line measured an absorbance value of 1.601 with a standard deviation of ±0.447 (1.601 ± 0.447, n=3). Notably, the nylon barrier line exhibited significantly lower absorbance than both the vinyl (p= 0.00001) and the polyethylene (p= 0.0004) lines, measuring an average value of 0.253 with a standard deviation of 0.139 (0.253 ± 0.139, n=3) (Fig. 2). It should be noted that crystal violet stain does not differentiate between viable and dead cells in this assay. Therefore, the mean absorbance values reported herein are a measurement of cells that are alive and those that are not.

Fluorescence Microscopy

While the crystal violet staining of the nylon barrier tubing was significantly different from the other two materials, these results gave little insight into the biofilm characteristics and microarchitecture on each tube type. In particular, they did not indicate if bacteria and yeast were prevented from adhering to the nylon barrier tubing altogether, or if microbial cells were just concentrated in small, localized biofilms dispersed along its surface. Therefore, confocal fluorescence microscopy was utilized to obtain three-dimensional images of the biofilms on each tube type. After removing three 25 mm segments from each line, the cells were stained with a fluorescent dye and observed by confocal microscopy to view the characteristics of biofilms in each microenvironment. Image analysis revealed that most of the inner surface on the vinyl line was covered with a thin, but mature biofilm (Fig. 3, left column). By comparison, the polyethylene line exhibited substantially less biofouling, but still had a moderate level
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**Figure 1. Crystal violet staining of draught lines.** Following a sixteen-week simulation, each draught line was drained, rinsed with DI water, and stained with crystal violet. Qualitative images were taken to compare relative biofouling.
of bacteria adhered to its surface (Fig. 3, middle column). Similar to the polyethylene line, the nylon barrier tubing exhibited considerable resistance to biofouling. Only single cells were adhered to its surface, with no evidence of a cohesive biofilm (Fig. 3, right column).

**Discussion**

The maintenance of beer draught lines is an expensive and time-consuming process that affects thousands of businesses around the globe. Standard line maintenance is essential to ensure taste, aroma, and quality of the product, but it involves cleansing of the line using acidic or alkaline chemicals at a minimum every 2-3 weeks and complete line replacement yearly. Improper cleaning of beer draught lines allows for microorganisms to adhere in the lines while feeding off the nutrients provided by the beer. The adhered microorganisms multiply in the line, and once there are sufficient organisms in the surrounding environment, the organisms begin to produce a polysaccharide matrix around themselves for protection. This biofilm makes the beer-spoiling organisms difficult to eradicate, costing retailers and distributors money and time. For these reasons, the prevention of biofilm formation is of great importance.

In recent years, tubing manufacturers have been developing new chemical compositions that promise increased resistance to microbial biofilms and, therefore, longer intervals between line cleanings. To our knowledge, our results represent the first peer-reviewed study to support the claims that nylon barrier tubing with reduced oxygen permeability does, indeed, resist biofouling. Our findings indicate that the nylon barrier line

---

**Figure 2. Quantifying biofouling of draught lines.** Six 25 mm segments were taken from each draught line and stained with crystal violet. The stained biofilm was solubilized with DMSO, transferred to a cuvette, and absorbance was measured at λ600. Error bars represent standard deviation in each group. Significant differences were obtained between groups indicated with different letters;

*P<0.01.
is roughly six times more resistant to biofilm formation than polyethylene tubing and ten times better than standard vinyl tubing (Fig. 2). Fluorescence microscopy revealed that this is due to fewer cells adhering to the surface of the nylon barrier line compared to the others (Fig. 3). While moderate levels of microbial cells still adhere to the surface of both polyethylene and nylon barrier tubing, the microenvironments in these tubes do not promote biofilm maturation. It is likely that the microbial population density required to establish a biofilm has not been reached.

Although the results from this experiment show that the structural and chemical composition of beer line affects biofouling, there are several caveats that deserve consideration. First, it could be assumed that the nylon barrier line helps preserve the quality of the beer longer because it inhibits biofouling. However, the taste and quality of the beer was not evaluated as a part of this study. More research might be needed to substantiate the benefit to consumers. Second, only one style of beer – an amber ale – was used in this study; results may vary with beer styles containing higher alcohol content, greater alpha-acid levels, differing pH, etc. Research suggests that each beer style may provide a unique growth environment, supplying specific micronutrients and antimicrobial compounds (21). For example, hops content is known to have a significant effect on the types of microorganisms that survive in different beer styles (23; 26; 27). Knowing these differences could be useful to optimize cleaning protocols for beer draught lines dedicated to certain beer styles. Third, each line was directly inoculated with a very high concentration (OD600~4.8) of microorganisms and those cells were allowed to establish themselves in the absence of a regular cleaning regimen for sixteen weeks. These conditions were chosen to ensure adequate adherence of primary biofilm colonizers and to accentuate the potential impact of each tubing material. These conditions may not

**Fig. 3. Confocal imaging of adhered biofilm.** Six 25 mm segments were taken from each draughtline, stained with a fluorescent dye, and observed on a confocal microscope with an excitation wavelength of 480 nm and a 63x oil immersion objective.
reflect the typical biological conditions that most beer retailers and distributors encounter. Finally, there are many anaerobic organisms such as *Megasphaera* and *Pectinatus* species that are known to adhere to brewery surfaces and cause beer spoilage (3; 4). Since all four of the test organisms in our study were aerobic or facultative anaerobes, our results cannot predict the potential impact that nylon barrier tubing might have on biofilms formed by strict anaerobes. Given that the benefit of nylon barrier tubing is due to a presumed reduction in oxygen permeability (12), it is likely that lines containing this barrier would show little to no impact on the growth of anaerobic microorganisms.

Despite the caveats described above, our study provides convincing evidence that nylon barrier tubing substantially reduces biofouling when used for beer dispensing. The adoption of such tubing is a low-cost option for retailers to improve the quality of their product and reduce the frequency of line cleaning, resulting in less long-term expense. Moreover, the use of such nylon barriers could have wide-ranging benefits in other applications such as water and soft drink lines, diagnostic equipment, and medical devices.
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